
 

In Japan, the use of the sword was initated under two principal headings, 

Ken justu is the method to use a sword when it’s drawn and out of the 

boken to study this way. 

Iai jutsu is specificially the art of drawing the sword and making an effective cut.

(way of iaï) and iaijutsu (art, technique of 

    ken   

 

 

jutsu   

 

 

I Iaïdo 

For the practice of iaïdo, we use exercises

concept (physical, technical ...). 

Main phases during a iaido kata : 

1- Nuki tsuke, initial action of drawing the 

2- Kiri tsuke, main cut. 

3- Chiburi, shaking the blood. 

4- Noto, replacing the sword in the scabbard.

We can also discussed about : 

     

     

Many schools exist (Toda ryu, Itto ryu, Muto ryu, Kashima Shinto ryu, Katori Shinto ryu, Jigen ryu, Yagyu 

Shinkage ryu, Taisha ryu etc.), but 

weapons (spear, short sword, grappling…). 

Each school has its own curriculum, in agreeme
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, replacing the sword in the scabbard. 

  Furikaburi, raising the sword over the head.

 Seme, threatening attack. 

 Zanshin, state of awerness, . 

Toda ryu, Itto ryu, Muto ryu, Kashima Shinto ryu, Katori Shinto ryu, Jigen ryu, Yagyu 

, but quite a lot of them aren’t limited only in 

weapons (spear, short sword, grappling…).  

s own curriculum, in agreement with what it wants to transmit

In Japan, the use of the sword was initated under two principal headings, ken jutsu and iai justu.  

scabbard. In the dojo, we use 

is specificially the art of drawing the sword and making an effective cut. Today, we use iaido 

. Each of them allows us to discover and work principle, a 

, raising the sword over the head. 

Toda ryu, Itto ryu, Muto ryu, Kashima Shinto ryu, Katori Shinto ryu, Jigen ryu, Yagyu 

quite a lot of them aren’t limited only in iai art and teach other 

nt with what it wants to transmit.  



 

II Muso shinden ryu  

Muso Shinden ryu (夢想神伝流 - 

vision appeared in a dream) is a school of iaïdo. 

The founder was a man named Hayashizaki Jinsuke Shigenobu

around 1550, and we could say that his teaching

1600. Many schools emerged under this influence.

This tradition was codified during the 20th century by Nakayama Hakudo (1872

name of the school (1933). 

Muso shinden ryu (MSR) is organized into three series

Omori ryu, called also Sho-den (beginning

express simplicity. 

Hasegawa Eishin ryu, called also Shu

This series has to express elegance and fluidity.

Okuden (inner-teaching), is divided into two groups

katas in tachi-waza (standing techniques). As in chuden, the sitting techniques are performed from

hiza. This series has to express power.

 

Katas 

Omori ryu 

1- Shohatto 

2- Sato 

3- Uto 

4- Atarito 

5- In-yo-shintai 

6- Ryuto 

7- Junto 

8- Gyakuto 

9- Seichuto 

10- Koranto 

11- Gyakute in-yo-shintai 

12- Batto 

 

Hasagawa Eishin ryu 

1- Yoko gumo 

2- Tora issoku 

3- Inazuma 

4- Uki gumo 

 Musō shinden ryu therefore means a school developed by a divine 

) is a school of iaïdo.  

Hayashizaki Jinsuke Shigenobu, but is life is rather obscure. He was born 

around 1550, and we could say that his teaching, called Batto-jutsu, started to 

1600. Many schools emerged under this influence. 

ing the 20th century by Nakayama Hakudo (1872

(MSR) is organized into three series : 

(beginning-teaching) with 12 katas in seiza position.

Shu-den (middle-teaching), composed of 10 katas in 

elegance and fluidity. 

s divided into two groups : 8 katas in suwari-waza (s

(standing techniques). As in chuden, the sitting techniques are performed from

This series has to express power.  

5- Yamashita oroshi

6- Iwanami 

7- Uroko gaeshi

8- Nami gaeshi 

9- Taki otoshi 

10- Nuki uchi 

 

Okuden 

 Okuden suwari iai

1- Kasumi 

2- Sune gakoi 

3- Tozume 

4- Towaki 

5- Shihogiri 

6- Tanashita 

7- Ryozume 

8- Tora bashiri 

 

 

therefore means a school developed by a divine 

, but is life is rather obscure. He was born 

started to have influence around 

ing the 20th century by Nakayama Hakudo (1872-1958) who gave the 

position. This series has to 

teaching), composed of 10 katas in tate-hiza positon. 

(sitting techniques) and 13 

(standing techniques). As in chuden, the sitting techniques are performed from tate-

Yamashita oroshi 

Uroko gaeshi 

 

Okuden suwari iai 

 



 

Okuden tachi iai 

1- Yuki zure 

2- Tsure dachi 

3- Somakuri 

4- Sodome 

5- Shinobu 

6- Yukichigai 

7- Sode suri gaeshi 

 

III Aiki Toho Iaï 

Aikido Toho Iai is a system of sword exercises created to support Aikido training. It was created 

by Shoji Nishio (1927 –2005) was a Japanese Aikido teacher holding the rank of 8th dan shihan from the 

Aikikai. He also studied judo (6th Dan Kodokan Judo), karate (5th Dan Shindō jinen

Nihon Zendoku Iaido) and jōdō and alsoS hintō Musō

The core of the training are 15 katas. 13 are connecting with an aikido technique.

1- Mae (shohatto) 

2- Uke nagashi (aihanmi ikkyo)

3- Ushiro (gyaku hanmi kaiten nage)

4- Zengo giri (aihanmi shihonage)

5- Sayu (gyaku hanmi shihonage)

6- Tsuka osae (gyaku hanmi nikyo)

7- Tekubi osae (aihanmi nikyo)

8- Kawashi tsuki (tsuki sankyo)

9- Tsuke komi (shomen uchi kote gaeshi)

10- Tsume (shomen uchi irimi nage)

11- Sanpo giri (gyaku hanmi sankyo)

12- Shiho giri (shomen uchi shihonage)

13- Nuki awase (shomen uchi gokyo)

14- Todome (gyaku hanmi yonkyo)

15- Suemonogiri 

 

 

 

 

8- Mon iri 

9- Kabezoe 

10- Uke nagashi 

11- Itomagoi (ipponme)

12- Itomagoi (nihonme)

13- Itomagoi (sanbonme)

 

 

is a system of sword exercises created to support Aikido training. It was created 

2005) was a Japanese Aikido teacher holding the rank of 8th dan shihan from the 

judo (6th Dan Kodokan Judo), karate (5th Dan Shindō jinen

Nihon Zendoku Iaido) and jōdō and alsoS hintō Musō-ryū jōjutsu and Hōzōin-ryū sōjutsu.

The core of the training are 15 katas. 13 are connecting with an aikido technique.

Uke nagashi (aihanmi ikkyo) 

Ushiro (gyaku hanmi kaiten nage) 

Zengo giri (aihanmi shihonage) 

Sayu (gyaku hanmi shihonage) 

Tsuka osae (gyaku hanmi nikyo) 

Tekubi osae (aihanmi nikyo) 

Kawashi tsuki (tsuki sankyo) 

Tsuke komi (shomen uchi kote gaeshi) 

Tsume (shomen uchi irimi nage) 

Sanpo giri (gyaku hanmi sankyo) 

Shiho giri (shomen uchi shihonage) 

Nuki awase (shomen uchi gokyo) 

Todome (gyaku hanmi yonkyo) 

 

Itomagoi (ipponme) 

Itomagoi (nihonme) 

Itomagoi (sanbonme) 

is a system of sword exercises created to support Aikido training. It was created 

2005) was a Japanese Aikido teacher holding the rank of 8th dan shihan from the 

judo (6th Dan Kodokan Judo), karate (5th Dan Shindō jinen-ryū), iaido (7th Dan 

ryū sōjutsu. 

The core of the training are 15 katas. 13 are connecting with an aikido technique. 



 

IV Suburi 

They could be executed with one hand (

Usually, we use 6 directions : 

Yoko guruma (horizontal cut), kiri otoshi

(diagonal cut, right to left), gyaku kesa giri 

V Japanese sword 

 

They could be executed with one hand (katate uchi) or with both hands (morote uchi

kiri otoshi (vertical cut), kesa giri (diagonal cut, left to right), 

gyaku kesa giri (reverse diagonal cut, left to right) and 

morote uchi). 

(diagonal cut, left to right), migi kesa giri 

(reverse diagonal cut, left to right) and tsuki (thrust). 


